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Jennifer Atkinson
OPEN GHAZAL
When the thief says open, the secret door in the stone swings
wide.
When the thief says open, the seed lodged at the hinge, the fis¬
sure, the fault in the quartz heart, sprouts.
Wind says fog for water, dust for earth.
I say white cloud, dice clatter, honeycomb, thumb, thrum, brim, albeit,
so be it, arrest for you.
The night so hot. The moon so bright. Sleepless, at last patient, I
keep watch in the garden.
Moths go about their business. Morning glories unpurse.
Is the question always of entrance — into the body, into the
earth?
Is the answer always in exit — out of the body, out of the earth?
The revolving doors turn, their little air locks come unstuck.
Unsealed, like shut lips parting — I mean that sound.
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Robin Behn
SLIDE
Slide the top jaw right,

teeth tooth troth
now slide the lower jaw left.

beast feast trash
Notice the hills and valleys

garbage barrage age
on the overhead screen.

age stage maid
If you continue to grind

calendar lender door
your teeth

any

more

moor mar mur mur,
if you keep on, especially
zzz
at
zzz
night we shall have to keep on doing

oar our room rouse
root canals which you

do the do move vroom
of course don't

gladiolus glad violas not one iota
want. Listen.

lalalalalalalalala
You must look

hookcookbook looseSeuss
for more suitable means

meanie!

meaning?

by which

I... O...

itch!

to express your

slide, abide. What’s said inside,
behind the mouth's closed door,
needs to sag and hide
itself. Nothing more.
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Have you considered another
veer wind sheer fear
career? It's black and white
checker-player soda-jerker cozv-milker
as that.
Sat. Sad. Mad.
Lean back now. Recline.
hack hack

blind

Don't mind the lead apron.
Don't, mind. (The led ape ran.)
Stop bruxing.
Buxom brush!
Remember not to grind.
But there's a mill that isn't so
Try to relax as you sleep.
and death comes, certain nights, too slow —
Questions? I'll refer you to
sweet speech-sprockets, lumbering tongue, neither un- nor done
some one. A clinic.
quickclick licklick nitpick chicksick
for help.
Yelp.
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Joseph Duemer
THE LANGUAGE OF POETRY
An educated man, Ngo Dhin Diem
believed in the power of words
to make a difference in the world
of things. So in a poetic gesture
he renamed the dangerous provinces
west of his capital, calling them
"Hua Nghia," a literary cliche that means
deepening righteousness. He called
the district center "Khiem Cuong,"
modest but vigorous, replacing
the old name Bau Trai, which means
round farm. In 1963 the word was
becoming flesh. The president meant
to deceive the spirits of the air & earth
who had lived long in that place
but they were not fooled, even by poetry.
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Cathy Park Hong
ZOO
Ga

The fishy consonant,

Na

The monkey vowel.

Da

The immigrant's tongue
as shrill or guttural.

Overture of my voice like the flash of bats.
The hyena babble and apish libretto.
Piscine skin, unblinking eyes.
Sideshow invites foreigner with the animal hide.
Alveolar tt, sibilant ss, and glottal hh
shi:

poem

kkatchi: magpie
ayi:

child

Words with an atavistic tail. History's thorax considerably
cracked. The Hottentot click called undeveloped.
Mother and Father obsessed with hygiene:
as if to rid themselves of their old third world smell.
Labial bs and palatal ts:
La

the word

Ma

speaks

Ba

without you

I dreamed a Korean verse, a past conversation
with Mother when he said I blathered unintelligibly
in my sleep.
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The mute girl with the baboon's face unlearned
her vowels and cycled across a rugged phonetic map.
Sa

glossary

Ah

din

Ja

impossible word

Macaws turned into camouflaged moths.
The sky was overcast, the ocean a slate gray
along the wolf-hued sand. I dived into the ocean
swam across channels to islands without flags;
replaced the jingoist's linotype with my yellowing
canines and shrilled against the anemic angel who
cradled the bells that dictated time and lucid breath.
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RITE OF PASSAGE
Childhood was spent in an open dressing room where
white women pulled chenille over their breasts and
I felt oddly collaged: elbow to nose, shin to eye,
neck to breast, brow to toe
When 1 flirted, marbles slivered out of my mouth
like amphibious eggs.
Hey ssaeksi, the American GIs cried to the Korean
barmaids, pronouncing ssaeksi 'sexy'
though ssaeksi meant respectable woman,
a woman eligible for marriage.
The arterial clouds shouldered a glassy reservoir.
Divers made thin sleeves in the water.
Fog rolled over the dry shrub mountains
like air conditioning.
The boutique woman said she's back to her assistant,
when Mother came to try on a blouse
A rain of Rapunzels fell from their towers,
bodies first, hair trailing like streamers
My first kiss was with a twenty year old man
who whispered your hands are shaking
When thoughts of disgrace entered the mind,
I hummed or sang to drown out the noise.
A stutter inflated and reddened the face:
eyes bulged and lips gaped to form.

13

a fortune cookie cracked and a tongue rolled out.
Wagged the morse code but no one knew it.
Antidepressents lined up like clever pilgrims.
I felt quiet that night
Fragments of freaks: the Hottentot's ass,
the Siamese twins' toupee, the indecisive chink
who said, I do. Later, no forget it, I do not.
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Elisabeth Murawski
SUTRA
The baby, intact, keeps turning up
like a mirage.
Birds stutter. Statues
look back
with eyes demanding life
to stop here.
Something green is hidden,
stripped of expectation
and desire. Variation
on the inside of a drum.
Midnight.
When the heart gives up
on the heart
and the heron of dreams
stalks the river path.
A trickle of sand.
The hexagram.
To understand fawn and maiden
on the forest floor. To bear
the patience of trees,
the panting of animals. Material
witness.
The roof in white code
totally foreign
to what has disappeared:
The caress.
The blow.
The betraying voices.

Packet of ashes.
Wallpaper dark as hearses.
Handmirror
of imitation horn
face down on the runner
edged with crochet.
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Marvin Bell
SOUNDS OF THE RESURRECTED DEAD MAN'S FOOTSTEPS #50
1. Exquisite Disembodiment
He who left a splotch of powder on the bathroom floor has
checked out.
Whose figure then lay embedded in the grass.
Whose pillow last night lay shattered like an alabaster ruin.
His thumb print remains on the rim of the glass where the
liquor ran over his finger and around his tongue.
On the bedside table, a half-eaten pear, the teeth marks still
glistening.
The bedsheets limp, the reformed pillows devoid of their
impressions.
On the terrace a man and a woman sit drinking coffee as calmly
as lovers in an elegant sketch.
At the piano, a black wisp of smoke rises from the keys.
He bends to whisper to her, back and forth like a whip hissing.
It is hard to sit with her in the breeze unable to know what she
knows.
2. Apotheosis and Separation
Like the kiss of a whip on the sand.
And was it he whose face appeared languidly in the tide pool
when he looked?
The salt whitening on his cheek a second before being washed
away by the rain.
Walking in the mist and hearing in the water the sounds of
wreckage.
Romantics who rode out on the mirror till it cracked.
Their love ripened while the moon undressed and they sailed.
He thinks of her arms around him, her breasts against his back,
and one of them asleep.
Her dreams a sea in a temperate zone.
Her one dream a streak of moonlight on the ground where she
runs.
The galley closed, and nothing exposed to the air that might spoil.
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SOUNDS OF THE RESURRECTED DEAD MAN'S FOOTSTEPS #38
1. At the Walking Dunes, Eastern Long Island
That a bent piece of straw made a circle in the sand.
That it represents the true direction of the wind.
Beach grass, tousled phragmite.
Bone-white dishes, scoops and bowls, glaring without seeing.
An accordion of creases on the downhill, sand drapery.
The cranberry bushes biting down to survive.
And the wind's needlework athwart the eyeless Atlantic.
And the earless roaring in the shape of a sphere.
A baritone wind, tuned to the breath of the clouds.
Pushing sand that made a hilly prison of time.
For wind and water both move inland.
Abrading scrub — the stunted, the dwarfed, the bantam.
A fine sandpaper, an eraser as wide as the horizon.
Itself made of galaxies, billions against the grain.
Sand: the mortal infinitude of a single rock.
2. Walking in the Drowning Forest
Pitch pine, thirty-five-foot oaks to their necks in sand.
That the ocean signals the lighthouse.
Gull feathers call to the fox that left them behind.
Impressions of deer feet, dog feet and gull claws.
The piping plover in seclusion.
Somewhere the blind owl to be healed at sunset.
Here is artistry beyond self-flattery.
A rootworks wiser than the ball of yarn we call the brain.
A mindless, eyeless, earless skin-sense.
To which the crab comes sideways.
With which the sunken ship shares its secrets.
From which no harness can protect one, nor anchor fix one.
He knows, who has paddled an hour with one oar.
He knows, who has worn the whitecaps.
Who has slipped from the ferry or leaped from the bridge.
To be spoken of, though no one knows.
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Terese Svoboda
BRIDGE, MOTHER
Mother burns on the other side of the bridge.
Mother burns the bridge and is safe on the other side.
Mother is not on the bridge when it burns.
When Mother says Burn, the bridge burns.
We can't get to the other side.
The bridge is burning.
Mother is the bridge that we burn.
She is how we get to the other side.
We can't burn the bridge without her.
Mother burns and we burn, bridge or no bridge.
She is on the other side.
Nothing burns the bridge, and then it burns.
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Scott Withiam
CULTURE
Thirty years too late the restaurant begins to pulse red for old
girlfriend. Peg, and me, so I quickly slide out of our window
booth, push through a beaded curtain into the kitchen where, at
the island table, a Chinese family feverishly throws itself togeth¬
er. "Is something wrong?" the oldest asks. "MSG?" I venture.
"Never heard of him," sings the whole chorus dressed in white
aprons. Why, then, do I struggle for oxygen and stumble through
a tight pantry, stepping over — sometimes into — cardboard
boxes to escape out the back door? Peg in curious pursuit, we
burst into the still summer night, and standing in the corner of
the alley a dwarf weeping cherry dips its blossomed sprays into
a four foot plastic pool. "Culture," she says, while I kick a waxy
lettuce box off of my foot, "what we keep alive. "For sure," I say,
"and how. Come here." Over the pool arches an ornate foot¬
bridge, so tiny, so steep that when I kiss her upon it we're sky¬
scrapers waving in high winds, buildings kissing, glass splinters
raining down. Something nibbles wherever we sprinkle over the
surface of the pool.
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SPARED
The dog, some miniature form of schnauzer, I think, came rocket¬
ing off of the front porch after me. I say think because bam it
crossed that invisible fence and pop. No, more a poof— gone. A
voice, the voice of a woman began calling from behind the house.
Everywhere, within the hidden boundary, green leaves quickly
turned and peeled from the trees. "Schnitz. Schnitzie. Schnitzel."
Naming the leaves, I thought, for a few seconds myself happy,
drifting, gone. The woman burst out her front door, onto the
porch, down the steps and . . . "Lady," I said, "stop. That's far
enough. Stay where you are," and as best as I could explained the
circumstances. "It's so cold," she said, briefly sobbing into a tiny
red dog jacket, then staring wistfully into the tops of her empty
trees. "But you saved my life. Come here," she said, holding out
the red jacket as if I should slip my arms into the sleeves. "What's
your name?" I almost crossed that line.
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Marilyn Chin
BLUES ON YELLOW (#2)
for Charles
Twilight casts a blue pall on the green grass
The moon hangs herself on the sickly date palm near the garage
Song birds assault a bare jacaranda, then boogie toward Arizona
They are fewer this year than last
Sadness makes you haggard and me fat
Last night you bolted the refrigerator shut
X-tra, X-tra, read all about it
Chinese girl eats herself to death
Kiss a cold banquet and purge the rest
There's room in the sarcophagus if you want it
I keep my hair up in a bereavement knot
Yours grows thinner, whiter, a pink skullcap
My Levis hang loosely and unzipped
You won't wash, won't shave or dress
I am your rib, your apple, your adder
You are my father, my confessor, my ox, my draft
Heartbreak comes, again, when does it come?
When your lamp is half-dim and my moon is half dark
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FAMILY RESTAURANT
Empty Lotus Room, no patrons
Only a telephone rings and rings
Muffled by an adjoining wall
He murmurs to a distant lover
His wife head-bent peeling shrimp
Hums an ancient tune about magpies
His daughter wide-eyed, little fists
Vows to never forgive him
His shadow enters the deep forest
Blackening the shimmering moss
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Doug Anderson
ALL OF THIS
For Jack Gilbert
The moist smell under the oleanders.
Water that has passed through pines.
Old bottles baked blue in hot sand
in the time I have been alive.
We don't come with souls, we make them up
out of our ripening and our going to seed.
The burnt musk of a lightning-struck oak.
The way women are borne up when they walk
even as the earth pulls them down.
The last cedar log and the winter
far from over. The willow's pale gold in autumn.
The smell of love on my fingers.
Coyotes who amble through town
in the dry season to drink from sprinklers.
The owl I surprised in the old ice house,
tall as a ten-year-old, widening its wings at me.
How someone I loved long ago shows up in my cells,
speaks through my mouth.
The way memory keeps safe under the wing
of forgetfulness. And the way
death is kinder to me now that I know his name.
All of this, and a longing that runs like a jackal
over a plane of mind so empty
it can hold everything, even as I forget myself in it.
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Jane Cooper
AFTER ALL
He has forgotten the moon.
He thinks the neighbor has hung a balloon out to dry
and wants it removed. He is troubled by snow.
What are those stones in the grass? Will somebody please
call up the neighbor who must be giving a party
to put out the fireflies?
He stoops for a crumb
on his mission to tidy the world, pronounces
from the head of an empty table. Personally,
I think the whole thing should be stopped.
Lord of aging, keep me alive to this earth
for as long as I live on this earth.
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Bill Rector
ONE ROOM SCHOOLHOUSE
The ranchhouse triples as Post Office and General Store. What
ever happened to that inviting lie — Gone Fishing? We Can't
Make Change For Every Body That Stops Here, So That Means
No One! By the smudge at the bottom of the exclamation point,
the Magic Marker had run dry. The pale light flickering behind
the panels on the soft drink machine humming on the porch
means there isn't any, any more, anyway. The sun is almost down
behind the hogback. Anybody home? Crickets have begun saw¬
ing on the fine links between the l's of the willows along Horse
Creek, the dark t's of the cattails. There's a globe on the teacher's
tiny desk. There are drawings of seahorses, stranger than angels,
on the walls. Dark clattering hooves ... a comet a handsbreadth
above the silhouette of a mountain . . . this was before the wan¬
derings, when it was possible to put the head down and sleep un¬
noticed. Barbed wire and mule deer antlers go on woolgathering
under the stars. If I was told. Dig a tunnel to China, this is where
I would begin.
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V

Tomaz Sal a mini
TO THE PRINCES OF DARKNESS
I doesn't dream, I stands up and leaves. Borges,
transposed by Pythagoras, sees gardens,
a garden each night, suburbs. The angels
of Kabala let him sleep peacefully in
his house. When will I be an old man? Who keeps
entangling me in the flesh? Who opens
the door through which I (with
all the lavish and vulnerable
appendages: head, legs, watch, money)
crawls into the night? I've been robbed. What kind of
professionals drank up
all that was in my body, in my pockets,
on my skin? When I reach the edge, I lock up
my soul. I watch these sephirotes,
hounds on the chase. They turn me over.
They let me turn them over. This
policeman, these mythic children
can kill with a smile. They're in a panic.
They feel, they intuit the hidden, without knowing
what and where it is? We're all in a panic.
The earth lives in a panic. You cannot even
dream by what I am, what I am.
I am safe because I do not know.
I am safe. I does not know. Who are you? Whom
do you serve? Are you still
immaculate? Speak,
V

Salamun! When will I be a blessed
old man, so that you'll stop
meddling with his
worn-out body?
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MAYAMETL
Mayametl is lightning,
her skin is lightning,
her eyes lightning. In languages I do not
know I speak on television. I feel like
Borges, blind and lost in this world.
What does this woman who teaches me
Spanish want? What does her
mother want, always insisting on driving me
home by herself? Why doesn't she
let me take the subway? She gave her daughter
an Aztec name. "When I came from
Spain in 1954, my second
husband was living here with a pack
of dogs. They were all named after
saints. So should I have borne him
a daughter named Clara?" Who knows my
address? The Embassy, dona Luisa, Mayametl. Do you
know it now? Will you answer me?
I'll be kidnapped. By universities and
banks. How will I even open my
mouth, since I write in the Middle Ages, in
a language locked away in
books, which is mastered only by
definitely mad and weird connoisseurs of
compressed layers in libraries, hagiographers
of monsters? Ana, send me more
clovers for luck from the garden on
Chatsworth Road. Soon it will be
Christmas here. I go about in
a shirt.

translated by Christopher Merrill and Marko JakSe
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Elizabeth Antalek
OBAASAN IN THE BEAUTY PARLOR
Old woman sleeping in a swivel
chair, chin upon breast, a nest
of pins in her hair, feathers
on skin, a sigh, chuff and chaff
of breath. She's in a rice field,
dreaming her last dream, a company
of crows circling her spare
shoulders, her head. Deftly
the hairdresser runs the point
of the comb along her scalp.
The blowdryer scorches the air,
the old woman's shirt flutters.
Greedy things! she scolds, but doesn't
scare them, smiling — her lacquered
teeth a handful of black corn.
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OBAASAN AT THE BUS STOP
She shuffles to the curb, bent
at the waist from planting rice, wearing
a quilted coat, though the morning's mild.
The bus has plush seats, the free bus
muraled with rainbows and castles. She'll ride
twice-through its loop around the city.
Not everyone is dead. She watches people
pass. Isn't that tall man her son,
didn't she knit the vest he wears?
Hard work has worn her down. Even
her husband's ghost is dim.
What memory's left lives in her limbs — rhythm
of tea whisked to green froth, heft of hot
rice wrapped in dark seapaper, weight of her wedding kimono.
And her tongue, her tongue remembers
her mother's pickled plums, her father's tobacco,
silence wives and husbands eat together.
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Ellen Bass
HIS TEETH
Though it's winter, we haven't had rain
so I'm out here in a down vest,
thumb pressed against the mouth
of the hose, spraying full force
and fretting that I've botched the roses —
in spite of the years I've watched him snip,
effortlessly as trimming one's
own nails, all I managed was to grip
the stems above pink nubs
and squeeze the clippers with a limp prayer
that I was doing something right —
when he crosses the street
in his terrycloth robe, leans
against the car, and cries.
I start toward the faucet,
but no, he says, keep on.
So I stand there, stream trained
on the crew cuts of the ornamental grasses
while he tells me he got gonorrhea
from his partner's twenty minute suck-off
with a guy in a car on West Cliff.
Using nicer words. This is a man
who walks me home at night
though it's only down the block.
I stroke his back. The hardness
surprises me. It's muscled as a tree.
He stands barefoot on the cold cement,
one foot lapped up on the other.
Tears pool in the shallows
under his eyes which are pale blue
and, I realize, too far apart.
As sun tops the cedars and hits
him full face, he doesn't raise a hand
against it, just goes on, / thought we were
going somewhere together, somezvhere I'd never...
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I watch his mouth as he speaks, his chapped lips,
the sheen of his pale stubble. But mostly
his teeth — they shine in the light,
slightly yellow, and intricately striated,
tiny vertical fissures like the crazed
enamel of an old vase,
like stress lines in ice.
I can't take my eyes off his teeth —
and inside, the wet pink gums,
glistening, and so vulnerable
like something being born
right there, on the street,
with cars going by.
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GOD AND THE G-SPOT
He doesn't want to believe. He wants to know.

— Carl

Sagan's wife,

on his feelings about God
I want to know too. Belief and disbelief
are a pair of tourists standing on swollen feet
in the Prado — I don't like it.
I do. — before the Picasso.
Or the tattoo artist with a silver stud
in her full red executive lips,
who, as she inked in the indigo blue, said,
I think the G-spot's one of those myths
men use to make us feel inferior.
God, the G-spot, falling in love. The earth round
and spinning, the galaxies speeding
in the glib flow of the Hubble expansion.
I'm an east coast Jew. We all have our opinions.
But it was in the cabin at La Selva Beach
where I gave her the thirty little red glass hearts
I'd taken back from my husband when I left.
He'd never believed in them. She, though, scooped
them up like water, let them drip through her fingers
like someone who has so much, she can afford to waste.
That's the day she reached inside me
for something I didn't think I had.
And like pulling a fat shining trout from the river
she pulled the river out of me. That's
the way I want to know God.
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Carol Moldazv
GEESE
We called them ducks, but they were geese, Canadian geese.
When they dipped their beaks into the water to nibble pond-scum
their tails tipped up, and their bodies bobbed, like buoys —
a row of geese, a string of buoys.
For two weeks, we watched them from the windows and deck
of our rented boat-house overlooking the salt-water pond.
Beyond the edge of the pond, which wasn't that far, you could see
a rocky beach, a strip of sea.
The gestation had just begun. Swimming through moon jellies
and reeds to the middle of the pond, I liked to see how close I
could get
to the placidly floating ducks, which is how I thought of the geese.
Flotilla of ducks, armada of geese.
So as not to disrupt the delicate orchestration going on within,
I swam side stroke, gliding along the surface of the water like one
of the geese, one of the ducks, my eyes fixed on the shore.
Idle moorings, the houses on shore.
But each time I swam in the pond, the pond reeds ribboned
and swirled over my thighs, exerting such a gently seductive
suction
that I imagined them pulling me down, onto a bed of reeds —
a sea-creature's lair, the swaying reeds.
And though we were already home by the time the bleeding
began,
looking back now I can remember pushing aside what part of me
knew
as I looked out the window, weighing my breasts in my hands,
watching the geese, my breasts in my hands.
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Michael Teig
BONFIRES AND EVERY JOY
Tonight I want a little boat
to set out in
Sleep is better while travelling
and I am sick
of windows, of Tuesday and its
parliament of talk.
I'd settle on a homemade pond,
patchwork skiff.
The rapids count the stones.
I'll give up learning,
trade all my other lives
for this.
Custodian of the cat, borborite,
dear charge.
Like all of the past, I tend to it,
tender it.
Assistant keeper of remember.
I want to drift out through
the southern gates, slip
beneath the bridges.
I could sleep through gnats or reeds,
a whole lifetime.
Whatever the dog said
and kept on saying.
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Whoever's bush is burning
put it out.
Close your eyes and close mine too.
Enroll me in cloud school.

36

ON A NIGHT LIKE THIS
When he couldn't sleep and his sight got going
he noted the colors on the back of each painting;
This one forest blue, that gunpowder,
one blue to make the yellow tell
and one bluer than that.
Some nights only the rain will have
its say, troubling the downspout.
When the morning came
he chose a white shirt
(they're all white) and followed the buttons down.
At least he says there is Billie Holiday
and the plants bring every green with them.
When I make his breakfast, the bed,
sweep the house out with a broom,
he stands by the window longer than one should.
I know he believes in progress
even if it's the kind you can't see.
When his sons grew tall and remote
and moved to cities he'd barely heard of
he talked to them on Sundays.
Though perhaps it's too late
a silk rose in his lapel.
When I came back some nights
I saw him caught beneath a streetlamp
talking with the girl he loved
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turning his palm over
like a phrase he couldn't remember.
I saw the night come down around them
one hand turning
and how she turned in the dark
and smiled, blue scarf on her head,
blue dog at her feet, blue attic between the stars.
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Gerald Majer
CANNONBALL ADDERLY VIEWED AS A
VERY FAST AUTOMOBILE, CIRCA 1960
With August comes blood on the road,
afternoons in longest heats
and the mystic fan-blades
flowering a window
where the air feeds
mildly on all
that it draws.
Swallowing
the living and the dead,
stain of each body's will
and hazed motion
of mossed jack-pines
over flat of the highway
as the chromed Starfire
eats the miles out of Jacksonville,
meets the chain-gang around another bend
and suicide of the fat armadillo
under hungry wheels.
Taking up the road,
roaring out of third,
top of fourth
the carburetor guzzling
toward a lift-off.
(Last year the grocery man
lost his parrot
in the saw palmetto.
Thicket of greens,
trouble and flash
of avid wings
launched through the vines).
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The pavement as hot as Canaveral,
the Olds inside a silver nimbus
gorged with sun powers,
another life exploding
its road. Someone said
the name was really cannibal,
he ate so much, wolfing down
sandwiches, platters, full courses,
doing the session then right after.
Instant combustion. Everything in sight —
feed of sky, trees, and river, hand on the wheel
and foot on the gas. A pillar of the air
where what abounds
would rain itself down
making it more
than just good. Better. Better.
And the dash to the finish,
it has to begin all over again —
Road of blood
and ride inside a wind
and the hump,
you're blowing up,
you're blowing up.
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THE DEATH OF LEE MORGAN
In the middle of the trip
he considers the trumpet.
It could be in his hands
just now, again,
where once touched
it would never stop.
Something like a purple fire
licks over the Empire State.
A sudden cunning
unframes the windows,
and the tower dissolves
to a jeweled netting
swayed over a moat of light.
A phantom instrument
valves among the broken forms.
The sky crowds with fingers,
all things tide toward
a universal kiss.
The sky pumps with arms, fists,
and all things run
to their war.
Floating across the perfect ruin
he sees in letters scrambled
like a last phrase,
hissed like the expiring
of some organ voice
words she repeated from her book —
O saisons, O chateaux!
Quelle ame est sans defauts!
She was in her favored position,
the chair near the window,
the fall of her hair
over one side of her face.
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Her one eye watching him
with the cloth and swab
as he oiled the bore,
as he tested the action.
He felt tensed there
a pure melting
of the world. Motion
unlocking her words,
emptying out their sense.
Only then the row of her teeth.
Free impress. How
everything prisoned
could be still rekeyed.
Unchambered. Over the stain
the soul without fault
hanging clean.
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Kary Way son
FEVER WITH GUITARS
You sing because you say you'll get sick if you stop.
You go out for a walk
and the trees make a trail right through you:
your blue coat wears you and your shoes just barely
bear you left, where the blackberries snatch your blue sleeve.
And so you're singing when you say the leaves
in the street are the colors of a bus crash,
which is to say, still singing, that it's been raining
the way it's always raining, mainly, more:
the way you want the girl to catch you unprepared
against a closed car door.
So you sing to a sound with a similar song
as the words of what you'd say,
invented by Bach, played by Beethoven
and eyed by the red light on the radio
while you ring when the telephone calls
to say the tables are waiting. The tables are waiting.
The tables are tapping their silverware.
And your cigarette smokes you and your bicycle
rides you and your glass pitcher pours you
like one last beer. The television tells you
that the girl says she loves you and she says it
right there: on the criss of your double-crossing ears.
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GOOD GOD
She asked for the Brahms
and then she asked me to translate each note
into English and then speak it
in French before the Portuguese
in braille. Stand still, she said:
go get me a glass of water.
She asked for the Brahms
and she asked for my arms
and then told me to hold them
as if I were counting, one foot there
and the other up near my left car: balance, balance,
bring me the Brahms like a box of blonde hair
and here there, hold there: keep holding.
And she caught my hips in the camber of her hips
like carlights lost in the dark bends of a road.
I have called you, she said, by the hairs on your head,
by the first and the last — by both of your names.
Steady now: stay there. Bring me the Brahms.
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John Hod gen
SEVEN CROWS
This is the moment before the song has begun,
when the phonograph needle drops like God's tender arm let
out of a sling
onto the long continuing groove of the 33 rpm,
the stylus like a crucifix, rising and falling, like breathing,
the scratching like your father's voice talking in his sleep.
This is the moment when the homeless woman looks up without
moving her head.
This is the moment when the MGM lion has finished the last of
his roaring,
when he looks out at our faces lined up in rows and is satisfied
once more
that there is no voice that will be lifted against him,
that the light will fade at the blinking of his eye
to rise again like a dawn.
This is the moment when the clothes of all the lovers of the
world
are dropped, soundlessly, still warm, like clouds that have fallen
to the floor.
This is the moment when the red-haired step-child is beaten,
when her breath flies away like a broken-winged bird.
This is the moment when the doo wop South African back-up
singers
sing ta na na, ta na na na so clearly, so perfectly,
that they take over the song from the white boy fronting the
band,
because they simply cannot help themselves, because they are in
love,
because it is the thing that is in them to do.
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This is the moment in the argument when the young woman
tells the man who has come all the way from California to get
out,
and sees for the first time how much she is shaking,
and knows that she has never shaken like this before,
knows from now on that love will come for her this way,
cutting its heavy groove, relentlessly, stubborn as grace.
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FORGIVING BUCKNER
The world is always rolling between our legs.
It comes for us, dribbler, slow roller,
humming its goat song, easy as pie.
We spit in our gloves, bend our stiff knees,
keep it in front of us, our fathers' advice,
but we miss it every time, its physic, its science,
and it bleeds on through, blue streak, heart sore,
to the four-leaf clovers deep in right field.
The runner scores, knight in white armor,
the others out leaping, bumptious, gladhanding,
your net come up empty, Jonah again.
Even the dance of the dead won't come near you,
heart in your throat, holy of holies,
the oh of your mouth as the stone rolls away,
as if it had come from before you were born
to roll past your life to the end of the world,
till the world comes around again, gathering steam,
heading right for us again and again,
faith of our fathers, world without end.
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Jack Ridl
BROKEN SYMMETRY
"If the laws of physics are the same at all places and at
all times, why is there any 'interesting' structure in the
universe at all? . . . Symmetric causes often cause less
symmetrical effects.
— from Nature's Numbers: The Unreal
Reality of Mathematics by Ian Stewart
Angels never have to worry
about their wings: lose a feather here
or there, a new perfection floats down
across the landscape, catching itself
on its cousin the tree branch, landing
on its second cousin the leaf, or even
along its third cousin twice removed,
the blacktop highway. There is so much
symmetry that in the mirror your left
side resembles your left side even though
it's never quite the same as your
right. Go deeper. All the cells split
into identical ice dancers, all
the electrons spin the same bacchanal.
Only the broken reveals, gives
the universe its chance at being
interesting, says a door is not
an elephant, the moon is not a
salad fork. So break the bread
in two, drink half the glass of wine,
slice the baby down the middle, cut
the corner, divide the time. Tonight
the moon will once again reflect the sun's
monotonous dazzle, and the old light,
making its dumb way to us, will break
our symmetry of coming home,
of passing on the street.
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Kathy Fagan
DIADEM
When the moon assembles the stars on the blue baldachin
And I am become the perfect center of one
Five-pointed star, the hole in my own crown.
Having seen the crown, Stephanos,
Gold in the blue atmosphere,
I will walk to my coronation
Amid minions of maple and beech
Who bow and bow.
Their young hair spiked in the cool atmosphere,
Gowns aroar like oceans in an ocean's shell.
At what moment will I first look up?
From what will I turn away?
In that rare atmosphere,
I will walk a path like powder underfoot
Through leafy mayapples — those excellent witnesses —
A cardinal ahead, the three queen mothers, my subjects' limber
Backs, lovely hair, a roar that dies down dies down.
And in awful light, I will accept
My scepter. The usual
Fanfare, the pink embellishments. Bells, trumpets.
Then will I be anointed by no one.
And serve him well.
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LAINE ET SOIE
Name the animals that guard him.
Monkey, lion, stag, porcupine, unicorn.
Any other?
A nightingale in the foliage,
her breast torn with song.
How do they guard him?
Like numerals on a green clock.
And Stephen's body?
The hands of that clock
at 9:15.
From whom does he need protection?
Now, only from idle aristocrats.
And the angels?
Two, to escort him.
Their wings are like blades.
Like the unicorn's tusk.
And the porcupine's quills, and the nimbed rays
round the saint's head
that the lion tastes with the tip of his tongue.
All that pointing!
And more: stag rack, castle tower,
the leafy sharpness of holly, oak,
and the thorn on the . . .
Rose.
I was going to say nightingale.
The thorn in the nightingale's . . .
Standing for?
Christ.
Standing for?
Christ.
And?
The weavers, their
needles, their
fingers stained madder and woad.
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Dore Kiesselbach
THE PAINTED HALL, LASCAUX
Mineral sweat beads
patches of the ceiling of
"the Sistine Chapel of paleolithic
cave art" —
calcium carbonate
crystallized hexagonally
into cauliflower bumpiness
flint tools couldn't smooth.
In what depends on art,
absence must be chosen
not imposed,
so the painter put
the pigment in his mouth —
manganese, toxic in high
doses, for black
and brown, iron oxide
for red ocher — mixed it,
bitterer than March grass
cropped through snow,
with saliva,
sent it to the stone
in tonguey bursts,
the roughness he covered
with his own wet self
chemically identical
to the bones of what his color
led him through.
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RAKE
My inspiration is the turkey tail.
My verb is sexual.
I touch death
that life may be revealed
in green stupidity. I'd
love to crawl up
in the tree I owe
existence to and sleep
with leaves
before they fall.
Sometimes what
I've gathered
stays attached
to me. Some places
my crippled fingers
do not belong.
Alone
I make my fingers
fluent as underwater
hair.
All other
things being equal
my effectiveness
is a function
of how far away I am
from who is using me.
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Christopher Merrill
"THE MINISTER WAS REPLACED . .
The minister was replaced as soon as the congregation discovered
Hell's hierarchies. They could no longer ignore his praise for the
storm clouds gathering on the horizon, they blamed him for the
way the rising sea was eating into the coastline, they didn't be¬
lieve him when he said he owned shares in The Pharmacy of God.
Even his pitch for the afterlife —The best prices in Mexico! —
proved false: everyone knew he had never gone to Mexico. Nor
did they trust his map of the heavens, his need to put everything
in parentheses: the sky was not an (interlude) for the faithful. But
it was a good time for those who recognized the danger of trans¬
lating allegory into a modern idiom: each choice in favor of con¬
temporary diction and syntax represented the sacrifice of anoth¬
er division of angels — impossible to consider until the campaign
against miracle plays had ended. Perhaps we should leave it (the
story, the sea) in the original? the new minister suggested. The con¬
gregation listened closely.
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Venus Khoury-Ghata
from EARLY CHILDHOOD
Our cries, she used to say
would scratch the moon's windowpanes
and scrape the comers of tombstones which milked the moon
My mother set the long slope of her back against us
to interrogate the walls' dampness
decipher saltpeter's crumbling alphabet
translate the symbols engraved on the city's underside
which she only knew in profile
as she never ventured further than her shopping-bag
rarely crossing the uncertain borders of her lamp
City which sent us its rejected rains
and sometimes a wheezy snow which hooked its flakes into the
pomegranate-tree's ears
The planet must be cleaned up!
God must be cleaned up!
my mother cried, tying her apron
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*

We had explained our despair to the thorn-bush and the juniper
our only cousins in that foreign language
we had cried on the shoulder of the pomegranate-tree which
bled on our doorstep every month
We had asked for an audience with the forest
and provided the testimony of two blackbirds who had seen us
write the word “goat" in both directions
we had vanquished the alphabet
Our shoemaker spoke Sanskrit
the priest and the stream spoke Latin
We were blamed for our ignorance of ornithology
although we knew every star's name, and its precise punctuation
on the sky's page
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Tomorrow it will be winter, said my mother
her hands snatching up children and dead leaves left on her
doorstep
to shelter them between the fruit-bowl and the lamp
Time had turned itself upside down like an hourglass
we knew the exact weight of clouds on our eyelids
the air's precise content of tears and cries
how many minutes it took for the light to panic
No one was fooled by the season's maneuvers
we watched out for migrant birds
urged them to trample the sky which had broken its promises
to announce with enraged wings below the horizon how they'd
been done wrong

translated by Marilyn Hacker

Bruce Beasley
HORIZON
Shall we end
with the customary reading of the minutes,
or with a hard scrutiny of the hours:
resemblance
of the infinity sign to a fallen
hourglass —
Horologer, sprinkle your sand,
measure
precisely its passage through the strictured
chamber severing already
from not-yet. Take
the measure of the measures
that we take
to read the minutes, syllable
by syllable, second hand's
sweep around the circumference
of the watch.
The watched
circumference —
Read
the minutiae: scrutinize's
origins in rubbish,
scrutari: to rummage in a heap of trash.
Ragpickers, hourtellers, watchers:
rummage
there, at the celestial
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horizon, among
the rubbish of the written
tongues, at
infinity,
intermingling of the zenith & the nadir.
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LAPSES
Listen,
lapsers, back¬
sliders,
sublapsarians,
goers-after-grace:
the hearable frequencies
stay crowded with sound,
their waveforms' amplitude
archipelagos
in the static:
In static, the grace notes,
the untunedin; in the waves
of what's not listened-for,
the unspeakable
syllables
spume,
the infrequencies
articulate the inarticulable,
& the Elect, the Blessed Ones
tune to the interference & listen hard.
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Ioanna Carlsen
A ZEPHYR OF BOTTICELLI'S
He's carrying her in his arms —
she's only a breeze.
She's beautiful, wordless and rapt,
but he's the wind,
they both waft toward Venus
on the strength of his breath.
She's only a helpless breeze, stolen.
He's adorned with his act.
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Ted Kooser
HORSE
In its stall stands the 19th century,
its hide a hot shudder of satin,
head stony and willful,
an eye brown as a river and watchful:
a sentry a long way ahead
of a hard, dirty army of hooves.
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A BIRTHDAY POEM
Just past dawn, the sun stands
with its heavy red head
in a black stanchion of trees,
waiting for someone to come
with his bucket
for the foamy white light,
and then a long day in the pasture.
I too spend my days grazing,
feasting on every green moment
till darkness calls,
and with the others
I walk away into the night,
swinging the little tin bell
of my name.
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A BOAT TO SEE BY, A LIFE TO ROW
Jane Cooper, The Flashboat: Poems Collected and Reclaimed
(W. W. Norton & Co.)
While The Flashboat gathers Jane Cooper's poetry from 1954
to 1999 under one cover, it is not a conventional volume of col¬
lected work. For one thing, the poems have been rearranged to
show the order in which they were written. The change from the
earlier order can be dramatic: the poem "The Flashboat" opens
Scaffolding rather than ending it, for instance, and in Maps & Win¬
dows the entire section called "Mercator's World" has been
moved from last to first. Knowing this gives an insight into the
writer's process: in some books later work leads us to earlier, so
that their arrangement talks to us (we now see) about origins.
Another unusual feature is that this book includes 18 "new"
poems (previously unpublished or unpublished in book form).
Since they appear throughout, according to the chronological
plan. The Flashboat is not "collected and new" but (true to its sub¬
title) "collected and reclaimed." It makes a good deal of sense
that poems set aside because they didn't fit earlier books can now
find a place in the broader context of 45 years of work. There is a
wholeness, a humanity, about The Flashboat that is different from
the wholeness of the books it includes: they were constructed,
while this book shows us something of how it was that the
wholeness was accumulated, earned, won, lived.
For these structural reasons, the book gives a palpable sense
of the writer at work. This will be of interest not only to scholars
and fellow writers but to general readers who care about the
process by which poems get made. It's an uncommon occasion in
the greater world of letters that a writer's material is provided
straight from her desktop, so to speak; but Cooper has always
been uncommonly open about how she works. Her 1974 essay
"Nothing Has Been Used in the Manufacture of This Poetry that
Could Have Been Used in the Manufacture of Bread" (included in
The Flashboat) is an extraordinarily clear-eyed meditation on the
development of her work as well as on the larger social and po-
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litical context of the times. She began writing in a world reeling
from two global conflicts; World War II naturally obsessed her,
but as subject matter it felt marginalizing because she was not a
direct participant. And women were of course marginalized in
more insidious ways as well. It is fascinating to see how inner
and outer circumstances interact.
The essay is already quite well known, so I will not dwell on
it here but only point out that its stance is oddly both autobio¬
graphical and not: the life is cast in the supporting role to the po¬
etry, not the other way around. "Poetry isn't autobiography,"
Cooper says. "Autobiography is not true enough; it has to be re¬
arranged to release its full meaning. ... A poem uses everything
we know."
Poetry is what Jane Cooper is about, what she has worked at
patiently and passionately since she knew what it was. When she
says, in the brief but compelling introduction to The Flashboat,
"Poetry has been my community," the work that follows makes it
clear she is not talking exclusively about poets, friends, or even
living people. There is community in this poetry with artists of all
kinds, from the contemporary painter Shirley Eliason to Emily
Dickinson and Theodore Roethke. While there's a long tradition of
writing to or about other artists. Cooper contributes to it with a
calm intensity that reawakens us to the necessity within the tradi¬
tion. And she does so without sounding especially "traditional."
Seeing oneself as a member of a community, as someone tak¬
ing part in the long story of literature, requires the abilitv to make
connections to others. Empathy is one of the foremost character¬
istics of Fhe Flashboat (as sentimentality is not), and I'd like to
focus on the way it sometimes fuses content and technique. There
aie moments throughout the book in which poems momentarily
blur the boundaries between people. This sounds romantic, and
indeed

The Racetrack' section of "Acceptances" contains the

line "So we were one before we spoke or kissed." But far more
often the deep connection between people that the strategy in¬
vokes is about something other than the romantic. It may still be
a way to talk about love.
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A couple of examples, then. "For My Mother in Her First Ill¬
ness, from a Window Overlooking Notre Dame" opens this way:
Why can I never when I think about it
See your face tender under the tasseled light
Above a book held in your stubby fingers?
Or catch your tumbling gamecock angers?
. . . But I must reconstruct you, feature by feature. . .
The poem proceeds to that reconstruction, from the mother's
"sailor's gaze" to her "Gothic nose." The third stanza (of four)
reaches for the personality who wore that face.
Arrogant as a cathedral or the sea
You carry your blue space high and quick
On a young step, tapping or chivalrous.
Pilgrim of the ridiculous
And of a beauty now almost archaic,
I miss your swift inward, your needle's eye.
And then, at the end of the poem, comes the moment of empathic strategy — this poem, in fact, turns on it in one powerful ques¬
tion. Here are the last three lines:
Still haunted by my first devils.
Alone and sick, lying in a foreign house,
I try to read. Which one of us is absent?
One of the reclaimed poems, "The Figure on the Far Side,"
provides another example. As with much of Jane Cooper's work,
excerpting is difficult, so here is the entire poem:
Once it was my brother on
the far side of the chessboard.
His lean ribcage puffed with
concentration, his lower
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lip clenched in his huge second
teeth, he whistled slightly; he
let out his breath as he pounced.
And I was so stupid that
twisting with discomfort I
answered Capablanca's
fifteen-minute pauses with
tears! arias! any old pawn
rushed out in a fury to
die and get the game over!
I must be the only one
alive, I start, who gave up
chess at seven. . . But the
young doctor waits. What if he
laughs? Shouldn't he care? Damn you,
the silence ticks, how can you
nurse such secrets and keep still?
The reconstruction of the brother in the first stanza, the way
the line breaks (enjambed and falling with deliberate awkward¬
ness after prepositions or pronouns) contribute to the sense of the
speaker "twisting with discomfort," are among the pleasures of
this poem. But my reason to quote it is the last four lines, in
which the "game" changes with the "opposing" figure. The im¬
plications of the comparison multiply and complicate themselves
even as we realize where the speaker is. And it seems to me that
the moment is given to us in such a way that we are not meant to
take it in all at once. The last sentence could be read as if it were
three: "Damn you. The silence ticks. How can you nurse such se¬
crets and keep still?" That is how l first read it, believing that the
speaker is silently addressing the young doctor. After living with
the poem for a few readings, I came to believe the primary read¬
ing is that it is the silence that is speaking to the poem's speaker.
The silence asks the final question. "Damn you, how can you
nurse such secrets and keep still?"
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What is remarkable about the last stanza is that it is so fine¬
ly controlled. 1 am sure that the poet meant me to hold those two
interpretations up and choose one — and yet not choose. For we
know the silent doctor does have his secrets, as the speaker has
hers, as we all have. The possibility of that second reading aug¬
ments the transformation of brother to doctor. Who is here?
“Which one of us is absent?"
Two new poems much later in The Flashboat provide a final
example of what I've been calling a strategy of empathy. "Scat¬
tered Words for Emily Dickinson" and "S. Eliason 66: Double Por¬
trait of Emily Dickinson and the Rev. Charles Wadsworth" are on fac¬
ing pages, and in themselves form a kind of double portrait of
Eliason and her painting. Here is the first:
SCATTERED WORDS FOR EMILY DICKINSON

1
Inside the crate, dark
as corn in its sheath

sheet lightning

2
This painting was made in Iowa
under the gold sky of the Great Plains.
In her Puritan white dress
in his fiberboard suit
(the rev. family man, from Philadelphia)
at the conservatory door

they

start forth
flashbulbs!
ochre

orange

flame

Brilliant Pioneer Roots

black

black

white

and

difficult geography the face of a friend:
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(brilliant) notes from the painter's (my friend's) catalogue
(difficult) notes from the painter's (a pioneer's) catalogue

3
So the stolid-looking veteran
(G.I. Bill, History of the Language)
told me, speaking of combat:
In the least space
between two bodies
there is room
for mystery
And since excerpting, again, seems a disservice (it leaves these
poems in particular behind), I'll quote the second poem of the
pair likewise in its entirety:
S. ELIASON 66: DOUBLE PORTRAIT OF
EMILY DICKINSON AND THE REV. CHARLES WADSWORTH
She is just leaving the room.
He fades to a china cup.
Velocity fraught with gold,
with menace of light, atomic secrets —
An aroused skin opens over the Great Plains.
October leaves rain down.
Corn in conflagration!
The great retreats of the Civil War!
Marriage in conflagration!
Years — an empty canvas.
She scrawls across radiant space
E . . . I . . . SON! / made this. The date.
Name within name.
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The empathy is more complicated here: poet, painter, and two
historical figures perform a complex dance in these poems, con¬
sidered either singly or together. Names overlap in a greater sense
than that of recurring letters in "Emily Dickinson" and "Eliason."
Who's present, absent? And yet the sense of control is again ap¬
parent: words have been "scattered" with great care. Some images
occur in both poems: corn and sky, plains and fire. And space,
dangerously radiant in "Double Portrait" and intimately danger¬
ous in "Scattered Words." The parallel imagery makes these two
poems almost two versions of each other, or of the painting.
Despite its chronological arrangement. The Flashboat rises to a fi¬
nale, one that has much to do with the idea — or rather the habit of
mind, the practice — of empathy. The last book collected here. Green
Notebook, Winter Road, moves through four sections, the final one
containing two poems in which Cooper's voice is raised in chorus
with those of other women who dedicated themselves to their art,
first Georgia O'Keeffe ("The Winter Road") and then Willa Cather.
"The Winter Road" begins with the figure of O'Keeffe in the
second person ("You stand on a ridge facing silence/ You lift
your brush"). It then moves closer, describing the landscape as if
seen through the painter's eyes ("Rib cage of cliffs/. . . It can all
be told in color and light and line") and introducing italicized
lines and phrases that are clearly quotes from the painter ("even
the soft earth greens // Clarify"). And then, with the quiet intensity
that is so characteristic of Cooper, pronouns and italics shift. Here
is the last section of the "The Winter Road":
Where I have been
Where I have been is of no importance
To live to be a hundred is of no importance
only what I have done with it
But we love the particular
Where I was born
Where I was born is of no importance
torn shoe, nursing mouth, patchwork-cushioned
chair
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still rocking quietly in the light wind
of a late summer evening of some life

Nor how I have lived
with a handful of rocks
a wooden bodhisattva in a niche
a black door
and the continuous great adventure of the sky
Only what I have made of it
what I have been able to finish
To live to be a hundred is of no importance
This landscape is not human
I was meant to take nothing away
I read this passage as a duet, marked by the introduction of
the "I" not in italics. Of course it is still O'Keeffe — the images of
chair, shoe, black door and sky tell us that even as they answer
the first stanza's "love [of] the particular." But the pronoun in
Roman type has modulated from "you" to "I," and that signifies
both a closeness (the speaker is here, not addressing from a dis¬
tance) and an inclusion (not a substitution) of the poet's own
voice. It is a subtle but moving effect, in accord with the calm
poignancy of the poem's content.
The last poem of The Flashboat likewise extends community to
communion. "Vocation: A Life" is a longer, sectioned "suite"
based on four words from Willa Cather; the words turn out to be
desire," "romance," "possession," and — surprisingly — "unfur¬
nishing. ' The poem moves through Cather's books speaking to
and about her, and often through her characters. It reconstructs
Cather from her own constructions, and while "Vocation: A Life"
creates a more comprehensive portrait than the one in the first
poem discussed here, the two poems perhaps derive from some¬
thing of the same impulse. (In "For My Mother in Her First Ill¬
ness, you remember, the young mother has to be "reconstructed]
. . . feature by feature.")
And while "Vocation" doesn't mix the voices of the poet and
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her projection in quite the way that 'The Winter Road" does, it
achieves a similar effect. For Cather is cast in the same light in
which Cooper presents herself in the essay "Nothing Has Been
Used in the Manufacture of This Poetry that Could Have Been
Used in the Manufacture of Bread." If autobiography is not poet¬
ry, neither is biography. What Cooper creates in "Vocation: A
Life" is the "rearrangement" of the details of a life to make it
"more true," to make it a poem. "The Professor's House is . . . the
most personal of Willa Cather's novels," Cooper quotes "valiant
Edith Lewis" toward the end of "Vocation," and then adds,
"therefore, not autobiographical." Making a life, constructing it
by arranging words on a page, is Cather's vocation and Cooper's.
When we try to sum up a lifetime, events cease to matter
just as, in the end, a novel's
plot does not matter
What we came away with was never written down
Vibration, overtone, timbre, a fragrance as distinct
as that of an old walled garden . . . The text is not there —
but something was there, all the same, some intimacy,
all that is needed
in a vigorous, rich speaking voice
[Your] secret?
It is every artist's secret. Your secret
was passion
Appreciating the mysteriousness of art — the "something"
that cannot be found in the text but that nevertheless rises from it
— requires, it seems to me, the empathy that I have been describ¬
ing, even if that empathy is not an explicit subject. That Jane
Cooper uses it explicitly at times is evidence of how close to the
bone her work penetrates.
Given that The Flashboat is a product of so many years of
work, a comment on its stylistic versatility seems in order. While
one can see the development of an individual voice across these
pages, what is most striking is the variation in styles throughout.
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The book opens with a sestina, followed by poems that make
agile use of meter and rhyme (as in the quote from "For My
Mother in Her First Illness" at the beginning of this review). Soon
Cooper is employing irregular stanzas, dropped lines and other
free verse techniques. But this is not a case in which a young poet
tries on a number of different styles to see which works best, and
then settles in to make the best of the possibilities of the chosen
style. This is a case of a restless and inventive mind continuing to
experiment, probing for the most advantageous way to deal with
the occasion of each poem. So, for example, even late in the book
there are poems in quatrains and tercets; and prose pieces appear
only a few pages before the spare poetry considered above.
One of the shorter prose pieces, "How Can I Speak for Her?,"
is a piecing together, from stories told in the family, of an en¬
counter between the speaker's great-great-grandmother and a
freed slave a few years after the Civil War. It is extraordinarily
powerful, and it shows Cooper recognizing a limit beyond which
her imagination should not reach. For at the understated but in¬
herently dramatic climax, the poet interrupts herself with the
title's question. While her empathy urges her to speak for the for¬
mer slave, another of Cooper's habits of mind — a rigorous moral
inspection of herself — causes her to stop. She gives us every¬
thing she can, and then the tact of appropriate restraint.
The Flashboat is clearly the work of a poet who is not afraid
to take risks, either in terms of style or of the imaginative leap of
empathy. This characteristic is captured with lyric economy in the
title poem, a compelling dream-sequence in which the speaker
describes abandoning a sinking ship in the dark of night:
The crew makes ready the boats. One near me, broad but
shallow,
looks safe, women are urged, the captain will be in charge.
Far down now: a trough. A smaller dory rocks
in and out of our lights; black fists grip the oars.
Room only for six — we will
all need to row.
1 or a moment I hesitate, worrying about my defective blood.
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A rope ladder drops over. My voice with its crunch of bone
wakes me: I choose

the flashboat!
work,
the starry waters
The speaker wakes herself with her own voice as she chooses the
smaller boat, the boat that requires work, instead of the shallow
vessel under the captain's charge to which women are urged; she
wants to put her hands to work with the black hands, to take re¬
sponsibility for her own fate, and she wants these things more
than she wants safety. The metaphors, though abundant, are un¬
obtrusive. The dream-speak neologism "flashboat" suggests both
the moments of clarity that illuminate individual poems and the
buoyant craft that carries the writer forward. It is our good for¬
tune that many years ago Jane Cooper chose as she did, for The
Flashboat is a book that enlightens and sustains us.
Pamela Alexander
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ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Denise Levertov, This Great Unknowing: Last Poems (New Di¬
rections)
Bruce Weigl, After the Others (TriQuarterly)

Resistance is, paradoxically, what most draws me into poems
these days, weary as I am with too much easy revelation. But I re¬
cently saw some poems described as "both revealing and resis¬
tant, " and liked the suggestion of tension in the phrase. Many of
the books I've read and remembered in the last year can be de¬
scribed in the same balancing terms.
Then I found Denise Levertov's final collection, and remem¬
bered another aesthetic. Levertov's "Claritas," from O Taste ami
See (1964), begins to define it:

The All-Day Bird, the artist,
whitethroated sparrow,
striving
in hope and
good faith to make his notes
ever more precise, closer
to what he knows.

That is the first of six numbered sections; the last ends "Light /
light light light."
But clarity was not always simple for Levertov. In "Advent
1966" (from Relearning the Alphabet, 1970), she reflected on South¬
well's vision of the burning Christ child and found her mind
filled instead with images of Vietnam: "Because in Vietnam the
vision of a Burning Babe / is multiplied, multiplied," she says.

because of this my strong sight,
my clear caressive sight, my poet's sight I was given
that it might stir me to song,
is blurred.
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It is such visions and the events behind them (especially but by
no means exclusively the Vietnam War) that most counter Lever¬
tov's clear perception of the world. The central tension in her
work is not between revelation and resistance, presence and ab¬
sence, subject and object, world and word, or any of the other dis¬
junctions that define so much poetry and thought of the last
twenty years or so; it is rather between a clear vision of a world
she loves and horror at the things being done in and to it.
Clear vision dominates her earlier work, and it returns, with
a difference, in her last. This Great Unknowing is not a book she
would have published; it is not really a book at all, as its editors
note, but rather the last poems she finished, presented in chrono¬
logical order. What the book offers is not unity, or even a large
number of memorable poems, but rather the opportunity to ob¬
serve the poet going about the daily and constant business of see¬
ing. The natural world dominates: trees are abundant, and flow¬
ers appear; Mt. Rainier ("the mountain") is a central presence,
and the book is infused with light. Ill as she must have been when
many of these poems were written, Levertov's attention to the
world and her joy in it are remarkable — a disparity which she
seems to acknowledge at least once: "Celebration" conveys "a
young virtuoso of a day" which, like a "first-prize brass band
swinging along the street / of a coal-dusty village," is "wholly at
odds / with the claims of reasonable gloom."
Celebration extends to people in the book, though most of
the poems that feature them are also poems of social concern; the
longest poem, a sequence called "Feet," includes an encounter
with a homeless man wearing plastic bags for shoes and a mem¬
ory of Levertov's visit to Vietnam in the 60s. There are other
poems of protest here, and other poems of memory. But there is a
counter-impulse: "Take me flying before / you vanish, " she says
to an observed autumn leaf (in "Memory demands so much")
"before / I have time to remember you."
In the title poem of O Taste and See, Levertov had challenged
Wordsworth (as well as the Biblical source of the title) with "The
world is / not with us enough." Given the conflicting aspects of
that world, Levertov herself began to look beyond it in her last
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few books, and that direction is also apparent here; ultimately,
the conflict between the natural world and the disturbed world is
dialectical, and the synthesis comes in looking through and thus
beyond. In "From Below," she is "drawn to upgazing" at the
trees, "to wonder / about what rises / so far above me into light";
"Beyond the Field," which begins with light, ends "in tall grass
near the fence of the mind's field." God is a presence, memorable
but not condemned for His silence, and the best poem in the
book, I think, is "Visitation, Overflow," which ends where it be¬
gins, with "slender / evidence." The visitation is of "presence, in¬
visible, impalpable" that is "known not to sight, / to touch," and
it is experienced in a room; but its embodying metaphor is a "nar¬
row backed tapir" in a rain forest, a "vision" seen with as much
clarity as the visible, tangible world of other poems.
Denise Levertov died in the fall of 1997, during a period of
two or three months that also saw the deaths of James Laughlin,
William Matthews, David Ignatow, and John N. Morris. I remem¬
ber reading an earlier poem by Matthews that fall, which ends, as
he emerges from the hospital, with the line "I plan to notice every¬
thing." Reflecting on Levertov's work, I am reminded of that basic
lesson that she and others (including of course Williams) taught
us. It is difficult to find a poet today for whom "claritas" would
be a central aesthetic; complexity is our lot, and poets who
counter it often settle for a narrative plainness, full of the kinds of
memories that presuppose our interest in the poet rather than the
world. But as I think of the poets I most love for their complexity
(of books published in the last year, I think, rather randomly, of
Heather McHugh, Bin Ramke, Forrest Gander, Kathy Fagan), I re¬
alize that the starting point for most of them is seeing clearly.
And there are more immediate heirs. Many people have as¬
sociated Bruce Weigl with Levertov, partly because of the central
concern in both poets work with Vietnam; but the connection is
especially apparent in Weigl's latest book, After the Others. The
book quotes Levertov on the cover ("Bruce Weigl has become one
of the best poets now writing in America"), and it is written "in
memory of Denise Levertov." A more fitting tribute will be diffi¬
cult to find.
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There are poems in After the Others that evoke This Great Un¬
knowing almost uncannily. Levertov, in a poem reminiscent of her
work of the 60s and 70s ("Fugitives")/ describes "Red Cross vans,
laden with tanks / of drinking water" stopped on a road that has
become a "river" of refugees moving "westward to zones Relief
has already fled from"; Weighs "A Foreign Policy" describes
"trucks of food the many great / republics send" that "can't find
their way along / the village roads, to reach the hungry. " Levertov's "Only Once" conveys the awareness that what "we thought
we'd do, be, revisit / turns out to have been what it was that once,
only"; Weigl ends a poem of childhood memory with "I didn't
know then / that some things happen only once."
And there are more central connections. While "The Idea of
Form at Spruce Creek" takes its title and central impulse from
Stevens, its method is more like Levertov's: clear, precise, no
words wasted, the world seen clearly as "All morning long" the
poet watches a brown trout who finally "tells me // that the
hawk is near, / when under the dark and weedy cutbank / /I see
it flash / until the hungry, white wings disappear." The poet's re¬
lation with the natural world is a necessary one: "I listened to the
rain / because I needed to find the words / I had lost somehow
// in a tussle with the evil ones" ("Wanting Again").
As even these poems of "claritas" suggest. Weighs vision in
this mid-career book is darker, more elegiac than is Levertov's in
her final poems; but the central tension is similar. Weigl sets it
forth most clearly in "A Brief Ontology," where "the purpose of
nights like this" — with birdsong and moon — is "to save a thing
inside of us / that we keep otherwise trying to kill." There are ex¬
plicit elegies in After the Others, and there are several poems that
evoke Vietnam, once with the grittiness of Weighs earlier work
("Nothing Redemption"), more often with a calm spareness.
More disturbing, perhaps, is the way that clear vision can seem to
promise comfort but in the end delivers something else. Thus the
"Elegy for Matthews," with its vision of the dead poet's bleeding
body, ends "I did not want to take you / up in my arms / and
make it stop. / I wanted to run away." And thus the syntactic
turn at the end of "The Inexplicable Abandonment of Flabit in
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Eclipse/' a poem that begins with an evocation of the poet's "fa¬
ther and his father," who "worked too hard for nothing wages":
Almost always I played a silent war game to myself,
and a memory of my father
leaning in the doorway
watching night birds
sweep and then
pass upwards
into a suddenly dark afternoon sky
gives me no peace.
As in this poem, what is most remarkable about After the
Others is the tension between loss and the steady vision and calm
voice with which the poems of loss are delivered: the conflict be¬
tween clear vision and disturbed witness is often embodied in
single poems, and is ultimately less an opposition than a unified
vision. Paradise Lost is the governing myth: the book's epigraph is
the final lines of Milton's poem, which Weigl discusses in the
notes. "The world [that] was all before them" is a fallen one; but
it is, says Weigl, "a world connected to their lives."
If the recurrent image in Levertov's book is the mountain,
identified in its silence with God, the central image here is the
river, which is more mutable. It evokes Eden and the post-Edenic
earth, with its rivers "waiting to be named"; but it also evokes
our more immediate and violent world: "Now blood runs in our
rivers,' and there is "blood that doesn't know // the river's
name.

Despite its mythic associations, the river does not give

easy comfort; thus, in its entirety, "Morning at Ca Lu River":
Through triple-canopy jungle
no proper light would pass,
except the light of bodies
ascending
t° the river of peace we pretended
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lingered somewhere above us.
It did not linger. For those
torn by their bright and bloody
nails from the world,
it did not linger like that.
Weigl, who has long been one of our strongest poetic re¬
porters of the Vietnam war, has become, I think, an implicit bear¬
er of philosophical and poetic news from the country where he
once fought. Both the river and the movement it provides — not
only through time, but also through emotional complexities of
the book — are examples of this subtle influence. Though the cen¬
tral myth is Western, the deeper vision is Eastern; where Levertov's ultimate resolution is tentative transcendence. Weighs is
steadily immanent.
The movement of the book reflects this. The Eden myth is
more dominant in the first half; in the second, "Our Eden," Weigl
wends his way almost imperceptibly to a kind of quiet resolution
and acceptance. Connections with others are one aspect of this:
"The happiness of others" ends with "my wife my rope my
bread"; a man who was "weary of carrying so much anger / . . .
wanted something / brave to pass between us, so he gave me the
gift" of a story; and the final poem in the book, "Of Lies and Their
Beauty," describes a lie told by "one sweet man" who "wanted to
weave something / frightened that he saw inside of me / with
something // that he saw inside of himself."
But it is ultimately the word, the song, that most successful¬
ly carries the vision of the book beyond anger and fear. The poem
that ends the first section, "Why I'm Not Afraid," lets "the tak¬
ers" have what they want for several stanzas ("They can have the
name / and they can have the face") before it counters with
"They cannot take the words"
or the seamless music of words,
and with no false tears
can they bless or curse words
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into stubborn human shapes
against the corruption
of their minds and of their historic elms.
A shorter poem, "In the Realm of the Cricket," moves from the
observed world where a cricket lives with lizards that belong to
the poet's son, to lines that touch both the central myth of the
book and its deepest resolution: "the last cricket alive" tells
"How all the others, whose names we may not say because
they're lost, // have gone before"; he tells "How the world is no
less without them, / which is why he must sing."
The song here is a tough one; ultimately these poems of clar¬
ity and revelation are also poems of disturbance and mystery. In
"Roast Potatoes," Levertov tries to describe "something you
might call blessed" that "it seems we'll have to enter the next mil¬
lennium / lacking." Weigl takes up the challenge of that lack; in
the notes mentioned earlier, he states that what follows those last
lines of Paradise Lost is "the inevitability of our deliverance into
the twentieth century and its end." The poems in this book that I
keep returning to are emotionally and sometimes aesthetically
difficult; but in their deft and seamless mediations between clear
vision and deep mystery, they keep delivering. Here is "River
Journal":
I keep a wall of rock or trees
to my back. My eyes will always find a way
that's safe

because I ve always feared what's underneath things.
Naked river. Devout river.
Implacable river that touches itself.
I wanted to stand in the river one late evening
storm. Some of the spirits told me
Some of the spirits called me
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Go back.

to their company in deep water.
Dark living shapes slid past, wind
too warm for the hour.
Such a soaking rain this evening, lord.
All the little cities I'd held in my hands,
washed away.
I am grateful for poems like these, which continue both to re¬
veal and to resist my repeated readings; and I am grateful for
Levertov's. Reading these books together, I realize how impor¬
tant both the poems and the poets who wrote them have been to
me. I began to think about writing poems during the Vietnam
War, inspired by Denise Levertov as much as anyone; a few years
ago, inspired by the example of Bruce Weigl, I began to know and
translate poems from Vietnam. I'm pleased to acknowledge these
poets, and to celebrate their poems.
Martha Collins
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BARDIC CAPACIOUSNESS
Beckian Fritz Goldberg, Never Be the Horse (University of Akron
Press)
Sherod Santos, The Pilot Star Elegies (W.W. Norton)
David St. John, The Red Leaves of Night (Harper Flamingo)
I think an element of capaciousness is becoming more and
more apparent in American poetry, and I want to celebrate it in
terms of three books I've recently read. First, though, let me see if
I can characterize it a little.
I have in mind the way certain poems, and certain books of
poems, offer us an unexpectedly roomy and manifold reality.
They exhilarate us because they enlarge our sense of existence
and all its possibilities, reminding us of how much there is to per¬
ceive, what a rich, swarming mixture, when our awareness is
tuned in and open. We wander around in such poems and such
collections, our senses and sensibilities dilated, happily getting
lost and then relocated. We don't want them to stop, and we like
the thought that we can go back and roam again in that ample
creation, as we might in a favorite park or city.
I don't quite mean the simple fact of multiplicity. That is the
fifth value that Italo Calvino explores in Six Memos for the Next
Millennium (along with Lightness, Quickness, Exactitude, Visibil¬
ity, and his projected sixth value. Consistency). But he features
multiplicity mainly in order to celebrate the modernist encyclo¬
pedic novel, the representation of reality in which "the least thing
is seen as the center of a network of relationships that the writer
cannot iestrain himself from following, multiplying the details so
that his descriptions and digressions become infinite." We all
know the kind of fiction he is talking about — he cites Gaddi,
Mann, Joyce, Musil and Proust, among others — and could add
that he himself is something of a fictional master of the multiplying detail and the infinite network of relationships.
In poetry, though, except for projects like those of Dante,
Milton, and perhaps Pound, the kind of capaciousness I am at¬
tempting to define has a rather different effect. There is no need
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to be exhaustively or systematically inclusive. The invocation of
“the simultaneous presence of the most disparate elements"
(Calvino) is more casual and fleeting. And the poem need not be
all that lengthy to accomplish this sense; in fact, length can be a
drawback if we start to get inundated with details and the poet's
voice begins to drone (you can supply your own favorite exam¬
ples here). The poem does not attempt, as the encyclopedic novel
perhaps did and does, to replicate the realities it is engaging. Nor
does it need to house them within a narrative framework. It sim¬
ply proposes to operate with a charged and illuminated aware¬
ness of those realities, and if it is successful it transfers that
awareness from poet to reader. Our excited response comes not so
much from what is included as what is suggested and evoked. We
are apt to furnish additional details from our own storehouse,
database and wordhoard.
0

Here is the first poem in Beckian Fritz Goldberg's new col¬
lection, Never Be the Horse:
REFUGEES
There are too many shoes in the world.
Let's burn them. There are too many
oceans — let's not accept
one more. And let water fend
for itself.
There are too many matches and horses and odometers.
Birds have begun to fly over in boats.
And whatever our hearts are full of they
are full.
Go back.
We have enough bread, terraces, and blue soap.
We have enough starlets.
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Our brooms are populous and our roses
need to die. There is too much cupped
and unfolded . . .
There are too many shoes.
There are too many paintings of trees.
Deer have begun to surround New Hampshire.
And wherever our wine spills there's someone
to throw salt.
We have too many satellites and salons and pennies.
We have eyes in front and don't need them in back.
We have six million pianos —
And let windows find their own faces,
there is too much through them at night —
There are too many desires in the world.
Let's pass a law. Too many black ones
and brown ones, tight ones and pink.
We have too much velvet.
There are too many pomegranates.
Go home.
Even though this poem ostensibly protests the world's crowded
and messy nature, it operates from a kind of comical dependency
on that mess. It is exhilarated with its own protest and anger, the
bewilderment that a manifold reality confronts us with. And it
also suggests, of course, that we need to make more room for the
spiritual reality that coexists with the velvet, the six million pi¬
anos, the satellites and salons. We are crowding out some possi¬
bilities with others.
History is a regular presence in Goldberg's poems, one of the
ways in which she expands her inclusiveness. Here we seem to be
ruefully viewing the awful century just concluded. The poem's
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title, the image of piles of shoes, the figure six million — aware¬
ness of the Holocaust and of the tumultuous uprootings and destroyings on the planet over many years and among many peo¬
ples, is part of the background here. Not all of it, of course. "Too
many starlets" has little or nothing to do with Hitler or Stalin or
Mao. But the mixture is the point, and if we are talking about too
much and too many, we have to include the deaths and disasters
as we go.
I think the restlessness of Goldberg's imagination is partly
what charms me here. A poem in which birds fly over in boats,
night windows look out and reflect at the same time, and a pro¬
fusion of pomegranates prevails — that's a poem I couldn't have
predicted. It makes the world more encompassing than I had
been taking it to be. I find I want to go on listening to this voice.
Before I do, however, I will look at poems from each of my other
two exemplars. Then I will come back to each poet once more,
with further questions about the nature of their distinctive forms
of capaciousness.
$

Sherod Santos, in a group of poems titled "Haloes and Saint¬
ly Aspects," invokes Rimbaud, poet of capaciousness, in a series
of five pairs of quatrains:
RIMBAUD

I
My dog-collared spirit delirium's damned
(the Belgian jailer swears to me) to haul out
slop buckets for centuries. Yet still I perfume
with rosewater — dope's scented shadow-king!
my female airs, my crippled coupling rhymes.
Scatologiste is my nom de plume, Poete
my nom de guerre . . . Don't think I care. I've dragged
the corridors of High Art and I'm bored as God.
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II
But who is God? And what Aeschylean
star-chart, what alchemy of sins, foresaw
the day that I'd become the voice
of His abandoned room? And at what cost?
It scares me still when I am high and He reels
suddenly through the dark, like the red-haired
teenage gasoline girl who one night crashed
the barricades with her clothes awash in flame.
III
When I wake, it is noon. I find myself
spread out like a banquet on the barracks floor,
a boy whose body is inhabited,
a sea-garden where great sperm whales spawn.
I now view childhood differently, as through
a lens that memory's vaselined: tears,
threats, an operatic gloom — love's ceremonies! —
and mother's tirades like the fleur-de-lis.
IV
Memento mori: old dreamboat, poor Paris,
a hundred years from now your well-heeled, famegored poets will invoke my royaled name,
make my self-loathing seem an empery. Look,
I ve made nine angels weep, I've toed the line,
I ve been a bad mother to my infant soul.
And yet, like poetry's Dog Star I'll still rise,
a great drunken fly in the toilet bowl.
V
1 gouged out Reason s eyes. And now I see
the gelded Bridegroom my fond Vision's wed:
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two faces disfigured on the marriage bed
while want winds round them like a barber's pole.
Forgive me? Don't kid yourself. I'll get mine
when that death's-head called Posterity scrawls
my epitaph: a foul-mouthed, queening malcontent
hunting the hound-spirit of some future god.
I admire the relentless pursuit of the poet's voice here, the tough
but romantic self-presentation. Rimbaud is speaking from jail,
rhyming unpredictably, reviewing his career with irony and in¬
souciance. Stylistically, the poem reminds me strongly of Robert
Lowell, in his Hart Crane poem, for instance. But especially —
and the comparison to Lowell works somewhat in Santos's favor
at this juncture — I admire this poem's inclusiveness, its scope of
diction and reference. Examples include the Aeschylean starchart, the fly in the toilet bowl, the mating whales, the weeping
angels, the slowly winding barber's pole. I like hearing the
speaker say he's dragged the corridors of High Art and is as
bored as God. I like the vaselined lens and the gasoline-soaked
teenager, anachronisms that expand the poem's time scale. I like
calling Paris an old dreamboat and having Rimbaud be poetry's
Dog Star. And I love the direct simplicity of "the voice / of His
abandoned room." The poem is the same queer mixture of spiri¬
tual lust and worldly squalor that Rimbaud cultivated for him¬
self, updated, distanced, both touching and funny.
*

Inclusiveness, then, and a voice that will carry and help au¬
thorize its range of reference, seems to be crucial to the capa¬
ciousness I am admiring in these poets. The voice's authority can,
of course, come partly from its command of syntax. Goldberg has
her rhetoric of repetition and insistence. Santos has his packed
phrasings and bunched, jumpy images. Here is David St. John,
taking a different tack:
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IN THE SULPHUR GARDEN
Every passage exists simply as a fragment
Of our future remains & therefore
She said to me as each fragrant
Intersection of the wind & leaves bristled
Through the smoke of the cloud-cloaked afternoon
Therefore every body she said
For example my own may seem a bit distorted
By such unusual if requisite
Perfections & certainly one can hold
Only an instant in the imagination the very
Idea of the imagination turning so
Suddenly to flesh don't you
Agree & as she paused before the marble genitals
Of the ancient rain-stained Apollo
She reached out instinctively to take a firm hold of
The lancelike reflection of sunlight glancing off
The slick tapered length of one exquisite thigh
As the summer clouds above us broke for some interval
Not quite long enough to grasp yet brief enough to light
The whole & at last softly recuperated body
Of the singular living day
This masterful performance works to wed marble, flesh, daylight,
spirit and art into a fleeting, textured and miraculous moment,
miraculous partly because it is so momentary and then, in its
artistic cohort, retrievable, again and again. And it accomplishes
this fusion through a syntactic performance in which two speak¬
ers dissolve into each other — her quoted comments and his nar¬
ration gradually melting together — to help fashion a gigantic
sentence that mirrors and mimics the moment that is being re¬
ported. It's a celebration of time, of process, of the curious Vela-

tion between the beautiful and the ephemeral, and it's founded in
a complex sense of intersecting and impinging realities.
Note that line breaks help enormously in this syntactical
fashioning. Not just the jokey one that has her taking what we
think will be a firm hold of the marble genitals and turns out to
be her touching a flare of sunlight created by a momentary break
in the clouds (just how do you firmly grasp a "lancelike reflection
of sunlight"?). There are other notable line breaks, like the ones
that form the sequence "one can hold for / Only an instant in the
imagination the very // Idea of the imagination," a slow-motion
enactment of its own meaning, and there is the wonderful leap
from the next-to-last line, in which "body" is momentarily the
statue's, and hers, and anyone's, before it becomes the body of
"the singular living day."
A poem like this requires visiting and revisiting. Its capa¬
ciousness invites us to linger — over the vivid music that closes
the first stanza, over the Apollo that can be both ancient and rainstained on the one hand and have a slick, exquisite thigh on the
other — and we must perform both that lingering and then a
careful piecing together of sequence and syntax, an assembling of
the whole. The pleasure it offers is that of a continual expanding
of possibility, reference and imagination. That other poets make
appearances during this expansion — Stevens and Rilke, among
others — is part of the enchantment, just as it was in the Santos
poem.
*

What are some further ways in which my three poets achieve
and sustain capaciousness? I want to revisit each of them, with
two questions in mind. First, isn't it the case that the poet needs
to be widely informed, unusually knowledgeable about a lot of
different ways of seeing, thinking and knowing, in order to build
a capacious poem? And second, isn't it also the case that he or she
needs to be able to ignore normal and traditional boundaries of
behavior, definition and discipline, in order to break free of the
ways in which we normally narrow and confine our sense of ex-
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istence? If I'm right, these poets will emerge as knozvledgeable —
boundary-crossers, tricksters, knowing more than they should,
than we know, curious about everything, informed of many
truths and possibilities — and at the same time ignorant in the
sense that they deliberately ignore the rules and limitations that
tell us how and what we ought to think.
Goldberg, for example, has her love of myth, which is exhib¬
ited in her collection by, among other things, three poems about
Adam. Each of them is both knowledgeable and ignorant, in the
senses I've just outlined. I'll quote the first of them:
MULTIPLE ADAM
There were many made of clay, of straw
in the garden that day, many of flesh,
of gopherwood. Below the orange
lantern-wing of bougainvillea
peacocks had left a fecal scattering.
There were many made of this.
While one Adam was sinking
teeth into the ripe fig, another
ran with the monkeys.
Every story made is made to hide
the others. In the others,
God said nothing
and everything went on as before.
We continued to live in paradise,
our mothers and fathers outlined in the window,
sipping coffee, their lips moving.
And to this mystery-conversation
we can ascribe anything —
as he takes a piece of bread from
her fingers does he ask why, does he
ask where did you get this
All along we have been enjoying
the perfect doze of honeysuckle and
temperate nights and even infinity
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like a star cradle. If we have forgotten
it's not our fault. No one can remove
from beauty its confusion, so many
in the garden, and in the middle
the tree of mirrors: It only seemed
desire was everywhere, rebounding
his image like bees off glass,
nostalgias off blisses.
Swiftly, unerringly, Goldberg undoes the singularity of the
Bible's creation myth, challenging the idea that there was one
Adam and one story about him, in which he sinned, God pun¬
ished, the world fell, and we all ended up where we are today.
She has decided, in other words, to ignore the leading character¬
istic of the story, its pretension to be the story, holy writ, to forget
its singular and orthodox meaning in favor of the insight that the
world is full of stories, simultaneously present and resonating
with their own meanings, and that every story is made to hide the
others. A writer might elect to retell the story of Adam, as many
have. She elects to imagine Adams made of peacock feces, Adams
who run with the monkeys, Adams galore. The garden of Eden is
a garden of forking paths.
Uncovering all the other stories takes knowledge. You have to
know that gopherwood is what Noah used to build the ark, and
that nobody knows now what wood this might refer to. (You might
also know that there's a tree called gopher plum and that gophers
are called that, from the French gaufre, because they honeycomb
the earth, make it like a waffle. So that the Adams made of go¬
pherwood might be seen as Noah's creations or they might be hon¬
eycombed.) You have to know what a bougainvillea bract looks
like, and you have to be able to imagine a star cradle. But you can't
ignore the ordinary things in favor of the exotic ones, so you have
to have pondered your parents through the window, guessing
their conversation at breakfast or over after-dinner coffee.
Ignoring standard knowledge, reaching for unusual forms of
awareness and meaning, Goldberg takes us back to the suppos¬
edly fatal tree in the center of that garden so that we can see that
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it was and is a tree of mirrors, that multiplicity and reflection
were our fate, nothing single or singular, only the confusion of
beauty, the rebounding of desire, bees off glass, nostalgia (now
unnecessary) mistaking its reflection for something else, some¬
thing other than the bliss of a paradise restored to us by our
recognition that we never lost it.
*

The great centerpiece of Sherod Santos' The Pilot Star Elegies
is his "Elegy for My Sister," one of the best poems of its kind that
I have encountered in quite awhile. It has a prologue and twentyfive sections of varying length, from fourteen lines to two pages.
In it the poet ponders the life and death of his half-sister, who
never felt at home in this life, never fully inhabited her identity,
and finally destroyed herself. As he responds to her life and
death, Santos creates a space in which grief commingles with
memory and wonder, producing meditations on gender, love, his¬
tory, mental illness, identity, time and language. The result is a
sustained performance that is moving and engrossing and, in the
sense I have been pursuing here, marvelously capacious, surpris¬
ing itself, one might almost say, by its capacity to include as much
as it does. In the process, Santos needs many forms of knowledge,
newly conjoined, and he needs to ignore manv of the norms of
grief, loss, elegiac poetry and family ties. Here is the opening, the
prologue section:

Sketchbooks. Night fires. Aesop ami Grimm.
An electric model of the Lipizzaner stallions
circling each other in her darkened room.
An empty schoolyard after a morning rain,
and a figure eight traced by bicycle tires,
over and over, without a flaw. Her vineborne flowering marginalia (flowering now
in the ever-widening margins of memory).
The up-early privacy of a house at dawn;
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a jigsaw puzzle, disarranged, arranging
into evergreen leaves on a holly tree (the
quick bird-movements of her slender hands).
The window she'd look in each time
we'd pass the Home for Retarded Children.
A doll whose name changed day by day,
and an imaginary friend she called "Applause.''
My feeling (no doubt hopelessly tinged
with how, were she here, her looks alone
would resist my attempts to say these things)
that all of this was already lost, even then.
The Palace of Nowhere. L'Hotel de Dream.
Memory partners with imagination. Their dance is exhilarating
even in the midst of grief because now the doll whose name
changed day by day, illuminated by hindsight, is both that doll
from the past and the sister lost from the present. The fairy tales
and model stallions morph into the patterns of the bicycle tires
which in turn become the disarranged jigsaw puzzles. That "all of
this was already lost" is countered not only by the sister's imag¬
ined resistance to it but by the renewed life of the objects here in
the poem, lost to reality and found to art and memory, informed
by their newer meanings.
The idea of "already lost," and the resistance to it, signals a
complex consciousness at work. Even as he remembers, the speak¬
er is also complicating the process, noting the "ever-widening
margins," acknowledging that his feeling is "hopelessly tinged."
The poem becomes capacious by its reflexivity (Santos too has vis¬
ited the tree of mirrors at the center of Eden) — "being aware of
being aware of being" (Nabokov). Santos grieves and remembers,
and he studies grief and memory like a phenomenologist. He can
arrive at the paradoxical "Palace of Nowhere" because he knows
how he got there and what the journey meant. The simultaneous
remembering, imagining and interpreting are all displayed open¬
ly and honestly for the reader's full understanding. We realize we
are embarked on an extraordinary journey.
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I could illustrate this process extensively from the poem.
Here's an excerpt from section 2:
. . . And so it is I begin
this now, a week after my sister's suicide,
for I can already feel her slipping beyond
the reach of words, and words like bread crumbs
trailed behind her on the forest floor
are her way back to us, or us to her,
through the seasonless weathers of the afterworld.
But I begin this for another reason as well,
a more urgent and perhaps more selfish reason,
to answer that question which day by day
I fear I'm growing less able to answer:
Who was she whose death now made her
a stranger to me?
The exploration is temporally grounded ("now, a week after"),
then complicated by the image from Grimm, where failure (re¬
member that the bread crumbs didn't work) characterizes lan¬
guage. Whether it is a quest by the living or the dead ("her way
back to us, or us to her") is never clear. Then the speaker ad¬
vances a different motive, admitting it to be "more urgent and
perhaps less selfish": he fears the loss of her altogether, a disap¬
pearance into mystery that she was already enacting in her life. In
the previous section he has used the image of "some sunlit clearing" in a dark wood to characterize a memory of her. He is
Hansel, then, still hoping to recover Gretel from the woods where
both are lost, separately, he alive and she dead, in this case. The
qualifying gestures — even the more selfish reason is only "per¬
haps

act to multiply the meanings, enriching our sense of the

quest and allowing us to think about it from many angles and di¬
rections. We come to trust the speaker for his thoughtful self-ex¬
amination, his honesty about the ways in which he may fail, dis¬
tort, be egoistic or self-justifying.
Late in the poem, this process is still very much at work.
Here, for example, is the 21st section:
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Is it inconceivable (I suspect this question haunts
us all) that all her life she was misunderstood?
That we'd shared a language which for whatever
reasons she herself had never learned? That all
her attempts to draw us in only further served
to hold us apart? That she'd had good reason
to defend as true what we'd perceived as utterly false?
That what she'd said in love or affection we heard
as confusion, anger, fear? Of course, these questions
have no beginning or end, and like posterity
they fuel themselves on a bottomless human vanity:
the illusion that we can "know" someone. And yet
not to go on asking these questions is to follow
that line through time and space that would lead us
to experience her death — conclusively? nostalgically?
consolingly? — "as the final pages of a novel."
And how could she ever forgive us that?
I find this quietly devastating in what it acknowledges about our
distances from each other, and about the constructions we rely on
to fictionalize ourselves and others. The speaker isn't being melo¬
dramatic, but his willingness to interrogate memory and loss,
and to interrogate his own interrogation, has a riveting effect. He
tosses out five questions, the first of them making sure we ac¬
knowledge our complicity in the process. Then he admits the
questions are either unanswerable or the product of our "bot¬
tomless human vanity" or both. Some poets would stop there, but
Santos goes on to posit that abandoning the questions would be
even worse than our fruitless asking of them. By the end he is try¬
ing to choose the best adverb, and invites our help as he recog¬
nizes that not trying to understand her, even at this hopeless
juncture, would be even more false, or fictive, and even more un¬
forgivable.
I'm unable to do this poem full justice, given its length and
complexity, but I hope I've at least suggested how it achieves a
capaciousness not so much through length (though length helps
here, unquestionably, as is often not the case with long poems
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these days) as through its qualifyings and questionings, its will¬
ingness to second-guess and double back. Like Hansel, Santos is
permitting himself to be lost in the woods, possibly forever, seek¬
ing his sister and seeking those clearings where illumination of
almost any kind will soften the hard path of grief. That readers
can journey with him, feeling that their understandings of exis¬
tence and its mysteries are enlarged and enhanced as they go, is
the result of his careful structuring, his calm demeanor, his dis¬
enchanted honesty and his integrity. It's a memorable perfor¬
mance.
*

David St. John is fascinated by the way the erotic can be a
pathway to insight, to disaster, to spiritual enhancement, and to
sheer mystery. And of course, in a way, he's absolutely right.
''Sexual communion — with its potential for the dissolution of all
spiritual and physical boundaries between two formerly separate
beings — provides the leitmotiv of compelling, at times almost
unbearable, tension throughout The Red Leaves of Night. And it is
in its recognition of, even insistence on, the necessary evanes¬
cence of such communion that this collection finds its breathtak¬
ing elegiac power.” Those thoughtful sentences are from the jack¬
et flap of the book, and they provide a useful characterization, a
clear path to follow. St. John eschews length here — the poems
are a page in length, a page and a half at most. Like the one ex¬
amined above, they demand careful reading and re-reading, but
in their acknowledgment of the twin issues of tension and
evanescence they prefer brevity, suggestion, a sense of leaving
many things unspoken. It s hard to choose one when the particu¬
lar delight of the book comes from wandering, poem to poem,
feeling the constant interaction, the recurrence of images, motifs,
tv\ ists of emotion and sentiment. I will close with a comparative¬
ly simple poem called "Adam."
It's ridiculous to confess
Such a superficial thing
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Yet it's true I was first stunned
By the extraordinary whiteness
Of her skin a chalked mannequin so
Pale & translucent her hair seemed
A blond halo of almost shadowlike
Depth & the red glow of her mouth
Was like the distant smudge of
A stoplight pulsing in the dawn fog
& I was completely shaken & taken
As she lay back against
The leopard print shawl she'd draped
Over the chaise in her studio just before
She'd slowly undressed the way the sky
Sweeps itself free of random clouds
So what did you expect of me
To pretend I was a far more serious man
With fierce philosophical complaints
To protect me from my own rash hungers
Or did you know all along I was in love
Because of the title we don't know, as we begin this poem,
whether or not we are listening to Adam talk about his first
glimpse of Eve. We can sustain that surmise up to the image of
the stoplight, or, if we allow the anachronism as part of a
metaphor, up to the point where we learn that she has a shawl
and a chaise and a studio. When that happens, Adam and Eve re¬
cede into metaphorical possibilities, analogues and backgrounds,
and we have to begin to construct the female character from the
little we know about her. Is she a painter? The studio and its fur¬
nishings would seem to suggest that. If so, is the speaker another
painter? Has she undressed and displayed herself to him in order
that he may portray her? Or is she seducing him? Are they of the
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present moment or of the/z>7 de siecle world that St. John so often
explores and invokes, the world of Mallarme and Whistler, Wilde
and Monet?
These are pleasant uncertainties, and they take their place
within another series of questions about the speaker and the per¬
son he is addressing. Is he really named Adam, or is he analogiz¬
ing himself to Adam, or being analogized by the poet, as if he
were the first man, seeing the first woman naked for the first
time? To whom is he speaking? Someone he feels may criticize
him as trivial because he is preoccupied with beauty, in love with
flesh rather than with philosophy? He alters between apology —
"ridiculous," "superficial," "rash hungers" — and a fierce asser¬
tion of his passion — "extraordinary," "completely shaken &
taken," "the way the sky / Sweeps itself free of random clouds."
And if philosophy is "fierce . . . complaints" that are a shield or
evasion to "protect" us from what comes naturally, our appetites
for love, sex and beauty, then eroticism and aestheticism become
oddly triumphant because they are more honest than the philo¬
sophical.
I think we have to posit Adam addressing God as one of the
tropes of this poem, and I think we have to posit St. fohn ad¬
dressing the reader, who may come to the poem expecting some¬
thing less

superficial

than a celebration of naked female beau¬

ty, as the other pole of possibility. In between comes a painter,
perhaps, telling someone else (another painter?) about his experitnce of falling in love with a third painter. The poem's capa¬
ciousness stems in part from these multiple possibilities of situa¬
tion, and in part from its willingness to sketch the experience in
terms that vary considerably in their source, emotional impact
and register of seriousness. There's a deliberate element of cari¬
cature, assuredly, in the leopard print shawl, a kind of slightly
tacky prop for romantic encounters of the banal past or present.
The stoplight simile is comical as well as Impressionist, surely. If
the speaker is not "a far more serious man," does that mean that
love is not very serious, that it can laugh at itself and caricature
itself, as it does, perhaps, so expertly in this poem?
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The configurations of erotic passion are being explored and
redefined here. Gender is an unstable identity in these poems,
and assumptions about what is beautiful, serious, lasting, and
distinct are constantly challenged and reconfigured. St. John
works with a light touch and, as I say, his effects are cumulative.
One must read the whole book to get the full effect of his capa¬
cious and original enterprise.
❖

My three poets are very different from each other, but they
all give me heart. They belong to a generation younger than my
own, but they show me how vigorous and inventive our poetry is
at this moment, how little constrained by fashions, conventions,
barriers. By being knowledgeable in all sorts of surprising and
impressive ways, and at the same time by cultivating ignorance
about rules and formulas for thinking and categorizing, these
three poets help express the enduring values of poetry as I have
come to understand them. It isn't out of place here, I think, to in¬
voke Blake as their final celebrator:
Hear the voice of the Bard!
Who Present, Past & Future sees.
Whose ears have heard
The Holy Word
That walk'd among the ancient trees
Calling the lapsed Soul,
And weeping in the evening dew.
That might controll
The starry pole,
And fallen fallen light renew!
I suppose we would all feel silly calling ourselves bards in this
day and age, but it's useful to remind ourselves from time to time
that poetry has had, and still can have, an enormous capacity for
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expressing experience in all its complexity, being in its myriad
density and multiplicity. That's always worth affirming and cele¬
brating, even if it comes across as slightly corny:
'O Earth, O Earth return!
Arise from out the dewy grass;
Night is worn.
And the morn
Rises from the slumberous mass.
Turn away no more.
Why wilt thou turn away?
The starry floor.
The wat'ry shore.
Is giv'n thee till the break of day.'

David Young
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